
  

  

From New York to Columbus through Pittsburgh 
 

 In October 1949, Sophia and Ivan Shymkiw were facing a strange new world. The world 

of „Amerika‟. The language of the Americans.  The currency of the Americans. The food 

of the Americans. They had prepared themselves for the changes between their old world 

and America and yet they found the changes shaping their lives with almost an irresistible 

force. 

 

English, though they had overheard the soldiers in the American Zone use it amongst 

themselves, was incomprehensible to them. The dollars and the coins that jiggled in their 

pockets were precious beyond their value precisely because they did not know how to put 

a value on the things that surrounded them. The bread they tasted was made of a soft 

white spongy dough. The coffee they drank was light. The novelty was both attractive 

and repulsive.  Sophia and Ivan had left Europe, the two languages they understood, 

Ukrainian and German, the Deutche marks, and the heavy rye bread of their youth and 

the chicory coffee far behind them when they disembarked from the „General Black‟, a 

military transportation ship, in New York. The United Ukrainian Organizations (Zudak) 

had given them ten dollars.  Converted into marks, the dollars represented unheard of 

riches. But the pair quickly realized that the amount would barely cover the cost of the 

train from New York to Columbus, Ohio, where Vasyl, a childhood friend of Ivan, was 

expecting them.  

 

At that time Columbus came to symbolize to both Sophia and Ivan the end of a long 

journey that had started in their native Ukraine under German occupation before they had 

even met each other and had taken them to Germany for forced labor and eventually to 

the Vilseck Displaced Persons (DP) Camp where they met and married.  That journey 

had also taken Sophia to Czechoslovakia and Hungary. By 1949 they desperately wanted 

to settle down, all the more so that a son, Volodymyr, had been born to them in 1947. 

Columbus became the embodiment of permanence and stability, particularly as it had 

become the home of somebody Ivan knew at a time when his life had permanence and 

stability.  

 

The train trip offered different challenges from the ones Sophia was used to but, though 

her new circumstances were far less savage than in 1943 when she left her native village 

of Ivaniwtciw in the Lviv region, they still required vigilance and astuteness.  For one 

thing, neither Sophia nor Ivan knew quite where Columbus was or, for that matter, Ohio.  

People in the Unites States talked in miles. The maps they looked at in the Grand Central 

Station were marked in miles. What was a mile?  They learned that it was not quite twice 

the length of a kilometer. That did not give an accurate idea of the distances involved but 

they knew they had to go west and that Columbus was closer to New York than to 

Chicago. And for another thing, their woeful lack of English vocabulary took its toll. 

They had a hard time matching the names of the stations that the train passed by with the 

places that they had seen on the map back in New York. And, as for the signs in front of 



shops or enterprises, they had no meaning. In the train, for all intent and purposes they 

were at the mercy of the conductor.   

 

Early in their journey they showed him their tickets. He nodded at them:”Good. Good.” 

And they expressed their gratitude: “Okay; okay!” and “Sankyuu”. Then, trusting his 

benevolent smile, they waited to be told to disembark.  

 

Now in 2005, Sophia no longer remembers the train route. It has since been dismantled 

for there is no more direct connection between New York and Columbus, either for 

passengers or cargo trains. Her route seemed to have consisted of endless fields of corn 

and endless forests with few stops in towns and cities in between. It is not quite clear how 

the conductor realized that his three foreign passengers had stayed on long after 

Columbus had been reached and passed.  But when he did realize it, kind man that he 

was, he did some background checking and came up with a plan that turned out to be 

thoughtful and clever. Somehow he figured out that the Shymkiws were Ukrainians and 

needed contacts with a community that could understand them and that they could 

understand. He telegraphed ahead and managed to come up with a fall-back position for 

his stranded charges. 

 

The closest Ukrainian community he found was in Pittsburgh. And just in case his three 

charges wanted to really go to Columbus, he issued them new tickets marked for that 

city.  

 

When the train reached Pittsburgh the conductor gestured Sophia and Ivan to get off.  To 

their puzzled glances and unformulated questions he answered: “Don‟t worry! It‟s okay. 

I‟ve taken care of everything,” which, of course, did not mean anything to the Shymkiws 

beyond the soothing tone of voice and the reassuring manner of the man. The Shymkiws, 

like all DPs were getting rather good at interpreting body language and the body language 

of the conductor was comforting.  

 

To their surprise, in Pittsburgh, they were greeted by a small delegation of Ukrainian 

women! After the welcoming and the explaining, two brothers, the Shebaturans, owners 

of a restaurant, appeared and took them in and fed them.   The brothers invited them to 

stay and offered them jobs for as long as they wished.  Sophia and Ivan were touched by 

the kindness shown to them by total strangers yet they did not want to relinquish their 

dream of settling down near Ivan‟s childhood friend.  They decided to use the tickets that 

the conductor had left for them to go to Columbus after all to meet up with his friend 

Vasyl. 

 

As she recounted her story Sophia‟s face is transformed at the memories she has conjured 

up.  She smiled.  “People were kind to us,” she observed happily as to make the point that 

the trip was an omen of the life that awaited her in the New World.  “And Columbus has 

been home to us ever since.”  

 

It did not prove to be easy to find a job for Ivan and Sophia in Columbus but eventually 

they found friends, both Americans and Ukrainians who helped them get settled. They 



slowly became Americans. Little Volodymyr was enrolled in school and as a first step 

towards Americanization he came to be called „Walter‟.   A few years later Sophia and 

Ivan bought a house and started paying property taxes on it. It was their first foray into 

capitalism.  

 

But this assimilation did not stop Sophia from practicing and demonstrating the folkloric 

dances of her country and the time-honored traditions of Easter Egg (pysanka) 

decorating.  She cherishes an article that the Columbus Dispatch devoted to her and the 

pysanka drawing in 1963.  The dancing and the Pysanka drawing are Sophia‟s link to her 

past, but also to her present, for in a small corner of her mind there is always the 

possibility that she could use these skills to introduce new immigrants to her new country 

-- or to signal a train conductor in case he had some stranded charges who needed a 

friendly welcome.   

   

   

      

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 


